reflecting on our experence & Why everyone
needs to visit
The Canadian Museum for Human Rights
ArtsCan Circle had the pleasure of attending the Creative
Convergence Conference at the Canadian Museum for Human
Rights Museum in Winnipeg recently. This quote speaks fully
to the environment and purpose of the museum and our
engagement work with youth. “Justice is an ongoing process.
It is never done, never fully achieved.”

The new Canadian Museum for Human Rights.

Every single facet of this remarkable space reflects that
ideology. The buildings flows and moves in circles and curves,
with interceding enclaves that tell the stories of human
rights. It is remarkably beautiful in its design and layout.
Staggeringly so and yet the contents stark and vivid set to
reminder us of the perils of humanity and being human in the
wrong place at the wrong time - and yet at the same
time, celebrating the capacity and beauty of humanity to heal.

How do the arts relate to all of this? We believe and this conference has resolutely confirmed this belief
that the arts out of all things, can heal humanity. It is the soul of every person, every city and every nation.
Art reflects, inspires, challenges and dares us to walk through the boundaries that define and shape our
world. Through it’s vast and infinite dimensions that are as ever expanding as the universe itself, we have
the capacity to change a child’s life, beautify a city, welcome a stranger to foreign lands and reclaim lost
rights and humanities for our Indigenous people.
ArtsCan Circle began with a harmonica and a dream and now
as we move forward into an exciting and innovative future, we
will take art and create pathways of hope and an ideology of
connected relationships that will shape our world into one that
was envisioned by our founder, Mike Stevens over 18 years ago.
Simply put, art can change the world. We stand beside that
principle and this conference has opened our eyes to the vast
potential of that ideal.
Installation for the lost & murdered Indigenous Women.
Historical photographs reflecting the Indian Act.
Contemporary design inside the Museum.

https://vimeo.com/artscancircle

